Ford School Directions

Contact Info

Robert L. Ford School
49 Hollingsworth
Lynn, MA 01902 p: 781.477.7375
p: 781.599.0821 Gordon in Lynn

Driving Directions
Estimated driving time: 30 minutes*

1. Take 128 South
2. Take the FOREST ST/CENTENNIAL DR exit -exit 28. 0.3 miles
3. Follow the signs toward CENTENNIAL DR Upon reaching CENTENNIAL DR, follow SLIGHT LEFT toward SUMMIT ST
4. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto SUMMIT ST 0.5 miles
5. SUMMIT ST becomes COUNTY ST 0.4 miles
6. Turn RIGHT onto LYNN ST 1.1 miles (there is a light at this intersection) (You will see a 7 Eleven and an Eastern Bank)
7. LYNN ST becomes BROADWAY. 1.2 miles. Veer SLIGHT LEFT, staying on Broadway until you reach WYOMA SQUARE.
Note: several roads intersect here. There is a 7 Eleven on your right and lots of billboards.
8. Continue through wyoma Square staying in the center or left lane until you come to a set of lights. Gulf gas station is in front of you and Flax Pond is on your left.
9. BEAR LEFT onto Rte. 129A CHESTNUT ST towards SWAMPSCOTT
10. Turn RIGHT onto ADAMS ST and go up the hill. There is a light at this intersection and Pincho's Corner market is a landmark. If you reach Essex Street you have gone too far on Chestnut.
11. Go STRAIGHT on Adams until the road comes to a T
12. Turn RIGHT onto ROCKAWAY ST
13. Proceed a couple of blocks on Rockaway and you will run into FORD SCHOOL
14. Enter through the playground / parking lot entrance around the back side of the school.
15. End at 49 HOLLINGSWORTH, LYNN MA

*Allow 30-45 minutes for this trip especially if you are unfamiliar with Lynn or if you are driving during rush hour traffic.
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